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against mining and logging operations in the
new monuments.
Energy efficiency. Scaled back regulations
to make air conditioners and heat pumps more
efficient—at a time when electricity is in short
supply and prices are shooting up in California
and around the country. Electricity generation
is a major contributor to air and water pollution.
In the new millennium, we must realize that
the environment is central to our lives. Because of global warming, it is predicted that
the oceans cold rise by as much as three feet
in the period between 1990 and 2100. In San
Francisco, where the ocean is already practically lapping at our feet, it is daunting to think
about the damage the rising waters are likely
to cause to our peninsula.
This Administration seeks 19th century solutions to 21st century problems. The Administration’s policies on energy and global warming are a prime example. Faced with energy
shortages and high energy prices, the Administration advocates increased drilling for oil
and gas. Yesterday, the White House reaffirmed its commitment to drilling in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, one of our priceless
natural treasures. In the face of world-wide
concern about global warming, the Administration has renounced the climate change treaty.
The Administration is responding to pressure from many companies in the electricity,
coal, oil, and gas industries to continue with
business as usual. But instead of clinging to
the energy policies of the past, the United
States should lead the world in developing energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies.
I salute business leaders who recognize the
value of environmental protection. In fact, a
number of major corporations have recognized
the threat of global warming and are acting to
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. But
sometimes the corporate sector needs a push
to adopted new technologies and new ways of
thinking. We need political leaders who understand this dynamic.
No discussion of the environment is complete without focussing on environmental justice.
Environmental health will be a major human
rights issue in the 21st century. Everyone has
the right to live in an environment free of
deadly pollutants and toxic waste, and every
child has a right to be born free of exposure
to toxic chemicals. But today, millions of
Americans are exposed to dangerous contaminants in our food, water, air, and even our
mother’s milk. Minority and low-income communities are particularly vulnerable to environmental health hazards, since the factories and
waste dumps that emit pollutants are often located near poor or minority communities that
have less political power.
Last Thursday, President Bush announced
the United States would sign the treaty on
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) that was
negotiated by the Clinton Administration. I am
delighted that the US will sign the POPs treaty, which will ban or phase out 12 pollutants
that are extremely hazardous to the health of
humans and animals. But I note that the treaty
is supported by the chemical industry—so this
excellent decision did not require political
courage or vision. Furthermore, we should ensure that new chemicals are safe to human
health and the ecosystem before they become
pervasive in our air, water, food, and our bodies.
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This Administration is still living in the 20th
century when it comes to environmental
issues. It’s time to move into the 21st century.
Working together, we can make each Earth
Day a celebration of progress, not a day of
protest.
f
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Tuesday, April 24, 2001
Mr. MCINNIS. Mr. Speaker, I would like to
take this opportunity to honor Salida patrolman, Don Wyble. On March 20, Don was
named ‘‘Police Officer of the Year’’ for the
11th Judicial District for his outstanding work
as a police officer during the past year. Don
is the second Salida Police Officer to be recognized as the ‘‘Officer of the Year.’’
According to Salida Police Chief, Darwin
Hibbs, Don was nominated for his work both
on and off duty. Don serves as the chairman
of the Chaffee County Adult Protection Team,
which discusses the needs of elderly citizens
and then attempts to provide services. He also
serves as the police department’s liaison with
Triad, a group dedicated to protecting the public from large scale scams. ‘‘I think Don represents our department well. He has a tremendous work ethic and has always done a tremendous job,’’ said Hibbs in a recent article
from the Mountain Mail.
Don began his work with the police department as a reserve in 1980. In 1988 he was
upgraded to full-time code enforcement, and
then in the spring of 1990, Don was promoted
to patrolman. ‘‘I have to be proud of the opportunity to represent Salida. This award is for
all of the department, not just me. It takes all
of us to get the job done.’’
Mr. Speaker, it is with great pleasure that I
ask that we take this opportunity to thank Don
for his service to the community of Salida,
Colorado. I know that Don will continue to protect and serve his community for years to
come.
Don, your community, state and nation are
proud of you!
f
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Tuesday, April 24, 2001
Mr. PAUL. Mr. Speaker, I commend to the
attention of members an editorial appearing in
today’s Wall Street Journal which is headlined
‘‘Free Trade Doesn’t Require Treaties’’. The
column is authored by Pierre Lemieux, a professor of economics at the University of Quebec.
Professor Lemieux seems to grasp quite
well what few in Congress have come to understand—that is, ‘‘The primary rationale for
free trade is not that exporters should gain
larger markets, but that consumers should
have more choice—even if the former is a
consequence of the latter.’’ Mr. Lemieux went
on to point out that the leaders of the 34 participating states in the recent Quebec summit
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‘‘are much keener on managed trade than on
free trade and more interested in income redistribution and regulation than in the rooting
out of trade restrictions.’’
The professor’s comments are not unlike
those of the late economist Murray N.
Rothbard, devotee of the methodologically-superior Austrian school, who, with respect to
NAFTA, had the following to say:
[G]enuine free trade doesn’t require a treaty (or its deformed cousin, a ‘trade agreement’; NAFTA is called an agreement so it
can avoid the constitutional requirement of
approval by two-thirds of the Senate). If the
establishment truly wants free trade, all it
has to do is to repeal our numerous tariffs,
import quotas, anti-dumping laws, and other
American-imposed restrictions of free trade.
No foreign policy or foreign maneuvering in
necessary.

In truth, the bipartisan establishment’s fanfare of ‘‘free trade’’ (and the impending request for fast track authority) fosters the opposite of genuine freedom of exchange. Whereas genuine free traders examine free markets
from the perspective of the consumer (each
individual), the mercantilist examines trade
from the perspective of the power elite; in
other words, from the perspective of the big
business in concert with big government. Genuine free traders consider exports a means of
paying for imports, in the same way that
goods in general are produced in order to be
sold to consumers. But the mercantilists want
to privilege the government business elite at
the expense of all consumers, be they domestic or foreign.
Mr. Speaker, again I commend Mr.
Lemieux’s column and encourage the recognition ‘‘that free trade is but the individual’s liberty to exchange across political borders.’’
[From the Wall Street Journal, Apr. 24, 2001]
FREE TRADE DOESN’T REQUIRE TREATIES
(By Pierre Lemieux)
MONTREAL.—Three-quarters of a century
before the Summit of the Americas convened
in Quebec City last weekend, John Maynard
Keynes marveled at globalization. ‘‘[T]he inhabitant of London could order by telephone,
sipping his morning tea in bed, the various
products of the whole earth. . . .’’ Keynes
wrote. ‘‘[H]e could at the same time and by
the same means adventure his wealth in the
natural resources and new enterprise of any
quarter of the world. . . . [H]e could secure
forthwith, if he wished, cheap and comfortable means of transit to any country or
climate without passport or other formality.’’
The decades preceding World War I were a
period of globalization that was at least as
extensive as today’s. To the extent that the
proposed Free Trade Area of the Americas
(FTAA) moves this continent to ward freer
trade, it would help recover the lost promise
of the pre-1914 world. But the Quebec summit
sent conflicting messages, none of them revolutionary.
The leaders of the 34 participating states
showed that they are much keener on managed trade than on free trade, and more interested in income redistribution and regulation than in the rooting out of trade restrictions. ‘‘The creation of a free trade area is
not an end in itself,’’ said Canadian Prime
Minister Jean Chrétien.
With excruciating political correctness, he
added: ‘‘We have focused on a global action
plan of co-operation to reduce poverty, protect the environment, promote the adoption
of labor standards and encourage corporate
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responsibility.’’ The participants’ ‘‘Plan of
Action’’ contained measures that range from
tobacco regulation and gun control to the
monitoring of financial transactions.
What of the ‘‘no passport’’ world celebrated by Keynes? In Quebec, as at other
international trade meetings, state representatives behaved as agents of their country’s exporters. You give us this ‘‘concession,’’ they intone, and we will allow your
exporters to enter our markets in return.
Yet this misrepresents grossly the nature of
trade and a free economy.
The primary rationale for free trade is not
that exporters should gain larger markets,
but that consumers should have more
choice—even if the former is a consequence
of the latter. By presenting themselves as
members of an exporters’ club, trade negotiators lay themselves open to attack by
those who claim that free trade only works
to the benefit of corporations.
Economists have known for centuries that
free trade can be promoted without freetrade agreements. A country’s inhabitants
would obtain many of the advantages of free
trade if only their own government would
stop imposing restrictions on imports. Behind the veil of financial transactions, products are ultimately exchanged against products, so that the more imports that come
into a country, the more will foreign demand
grow for its exports. Or else, foreign exporters will have to invest in the country, thereby creating a trade deficit; nothing wrong
with that either.
In other words, if you want free trade, just
trade. Much of the pre-World War I free trade
was, indeed, due to Britain’s unilateral freetrade policies.
Trade agreements are only helpful to the
extent that they help tame domestic producers’ interests, support the primacy of
consumers, and lock-in the gains from trade.
Such treaties should not aim at reducing
competition by pursuing other goals, of the
sort embraced by the heads of state at Quebec. That would amount to no more than
managed trade, the pursuit of which, paradoxically, might be said to unite both the
leaders present and the mobs demonstrating
against them.
William Watson, a Canadian economist,
has noted in the Financial Post that the
demonstrators who don’t trust governments
to negotiate free trade come, contradictorily, from political constituencies generally known for their blind faith in government. As for the small group of anarchists,
they apparently do not realize that closed
borders, and the prohibition of capitalist
acts between consenting adults, actually increase state power.
On one stretch of Saturday’s march, demonstrators wore large bar codes taped to
their mouths, as if free trade meant turning
them into speechless numbers. How droll!
These demonstrators were certainly, and
perhaps proudly, carrying in their wallets
government-imposed Social Security numbers, drivers’ licenses and Medicare cards,
which, surely, have made them numbered
state cattle. Another fabulous irony: American would-be demonstrators complained
about being denied entry into Canada, while
their entire message is predicated on tighter
borders.
Once we realize that free trade is but the
individual’s liberty to exchange across political borders, it is easy to see that forbidding
it requires punishment or threats of punishment. You have to fine or jail the importer
who doesn’t abide by trade restrictions. In
FTAA debates as in other trade issues, a
source of much confusion is the failure to realize that free trade is a consequence of individual sovereignty.
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HONORING THE LATE DR.
CHARLES TEISSIER FREY

HON. SCOTT McINNIS
OF COLORADO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, April 24, 2001
Mr. MCINNIS. Mr. Speaker, it is with great
sadness that I ask this body to pause for a
moment and pay respects to one of the great
citizens of the Western Slope of Colorado. On
March 27, Dr. Charles Teissier Frey passed
away. He was 83 years old. His passing is a
great loss to the community of Cedaredge,
Colorado. Dr. Frey is survived by his four
sons, Larry, Robert, William, Stephen, his five
grandchildren, wife Ada Lewis, and his sister,
Evelyn.
Dr. Frey has been a member of the community since 1947. Before moving to Colorado,
Dr. Frey attended Tulane University and Louisiana State University Medical School where
he learned to be a doctor. In 1942, he joined
the U.S. Army as a physician. Dr. Frey was a
member of the American Board of Family
Practice and the American Academy of Family
Physicians. He has been given numerous honors, awards and distinctions as well as the National Rural Health Practitioner of the Year for
1987.
While in Cedaredge, Dr. Frey served on the
Town Council for eight years. He also served
as a volunteer with Project HOPE, were he
worked on a Navajo Reservation in Belize,
British Honduras and Taiwan. He was also a
member of the Cedaredge Community
Church.
In the late 60’s, Dr. Frey gathered a group
of acquaintances and friends to arrange funding for a nursing home which would be dedicated to maximum service and minimum profit.
For 15 years the Horizons Nursing Home paid
no dividends and no fees to the Board of Directors, while serving seniors admirably.
Mr. Speaker, the community of Cedaredge
and Dr. Frey’s family will miss him greatly. He
has done so much for the community, that’s
why I would to take a moment and honor Dr.
Charles Teissier Frey. He is a great American
and distinguished Coloradoan who will be
greatly missed.
f

TRIBUTE HONORING DOCTOR
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OF COLORADO
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Tuesday, April 24, 2001
Mr. McINNIS. Mr. Speaker, I would like to
take a moment and pay special tribute to a
very special person. Doctor Gordon Gilbert, a
professor of physics at Mesa State College for
over 20 years who has seen and done a lot
in his lifetime. It is with this life of service that
I would now like to recognize.
After receiving his masters degree from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dr. Gilbert went on to work for the Apollo Space
Project at NASA. He was part of the team involved with the lunar landing. When that program finished, he went back to MIT to earn his
doctorate. When he finished school, the University of Arizona offered him a faculty position, where he spent 10 years observing and
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researching galaxies and quasars from the
new Kitt Peak National Observatory.
Dr. Gilbert’s dream has always been to
teach, and that finally came true in 1980,
when a small liberal arts college in Colorado
hired him and a group of distinguished colleagues to build their physics program, which
today is cutting edge. Dr. Gilbert has an unusual but highly successful style in his classes. He has been known to show up as Isaac
Newton, Galileo, or Albert Einstein.
Dr. Gilbert has continued to teach and do
research while battling prostate cancer for the
last 10 years. ‘‘I’m told I have about three
more years. I’ve been told that every other
year since 1992.’’ Despite all he has accomplished, his greatest gift is being a dad to his
three kids, Beth, James, and Thomas. ‘‘It may
be true. I don’t laugh at it. I don’t take it for
granted. But I do know the roses have never
smelled sweeter.’’
Mr. Speaker, Dr. Gilbert has done a lot for
science, space exploration and his students.
And despite having cancer, he is still giving it
his all in the classroom and with his family. I
applaud, Gordon and all that he has accomplished in his lifetime, and I want to thank him
and wish him all the best in the future.
f

TRIBUTE TO COLORADO STATE
SENATOR JIM DYER
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OF COLORADO
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Tuesday, April 24, 2001
Mr. McINNIS. Mr. Speaker. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank Colorado State
Senator Jim Dyer of Durango for his years of
service to the State of Colorado and to wish
him good luck in his new position. Senator
Dyer has accepted a nomination by Colorado
Governor Bill Owens to join the Colorado Public Utilities Commission. Although the State
Senate will miss Jim greatly, I know that Jim’s
leadership and service to the State of Colorado will continue with the PUC.
Senator Dyer has been a member of the
State Legislature for 15 years serving in the
House for 12 years and the Senate for 3
years. He was first elected to the House in
1986, and then in 1998 he was elected to the
state Senate. He served as the chair of Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee, as
well as on the Veterans and Military Relations
Committee and the Transportaiton Committee.
‘‘I think we’ve all been served well by Jim. Regardless of the fact we’re of different political
parties, he’s a good friend of mine. . . . Jim
has always taken a strong stance for us locally. Jim has never lost the viewpoint that
small government is important to the process,’’
said County Commissioner Fred Klatt.
Senator Dyer has also had a distinguished
career in the military. Senator Dyer served in
the U.S. Navy from 1959–1964 and the U.S.
Marines from 1964–1979 with three tours of
duty in Vietnam. During his years in the military, Senator Dyer was recognized with the
Soldiers Medal, three Bronze Stars, the Air
Medal, the Gallantry Cross with Palm (Republic of Vietnam), and the Order of Military Merit
(Republic of Korea).
In his spare time, Senator Dyer is involved
as a member of the VFW, the American Legion, the National Rifle Association, and the
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